The Dinner
By Nancy Wakelin aged 9 yrs
One beautiful summer day, the king and queen were arranging a dinner for them and
lots of celebrities. On Wednesday, the king and queen sent out invitations to the
celebrities. The celebrities who were coming were called Big Jake, Max Scepter, Freddy
Plato, Raje Lank, Rock, Dance for the Queen.
On the night of the dinner a mysterious light appeared in the king and queen’s bedroom.
Now this light transformed into a fairy!!! This fairy said “Beware the dinner won’t go as
planned.” Just as she said that she disappeared in a puff of glitter. On the day of the
dinner, the king and queen were worried, for what the fairy told them. When all the
celebrities arrived they all sat down and started to tuck into the delicious dinner. After
dinner, they all had a party while each taking turns to sing. Meanwhile in the kitchen the
chef was still cooking tiredly needing a day off. So he decided to talk to the king about
the day off. The king said “You may not, you are my chef and I'm paying you every
minute you work here.” Tired and disappointed he went back to work. After that
something went terribly wrong!!!
Everyone was working tirelessly even the celebrities were working hard. The king knew
something was wrong and wired. So the king started to investigate the problem at hand.
The king took in the queen to interrogate but it didn’t go to plan, because the queen said
“I’m busy thanks to you.” Just as she said that the king had an idea that when the chef
talked to him about a day off, the chef might have said something to make them work
and work. So he decided to spy on his chef. While he was spying he heard something
tremendous. “Well that was easy.” said the chef. The king was astonished. He couldn't
believe what he heard. At that very moment the King popped out and said “You should
be very ashamed of yourself.” The chef jumped of surprise. “How did you find out!!” said
the chef. “Well you came and talked about a day off and I said no then everyone started
working and didn’t stop so it was pretty obvious that you said something or you made
me say something that made them work.” said the king “I guess it was easy.” said the
chef “So please stop them from working.” the king ordered. ”No can do, you are the only
one who can. All you have to say is….You have to answer this riddle for me to tell you
the word.” replied the chef. ”Ok what the riddle then.” said the King. ”The riddle is...
What goes in water and never gets wet.” Said the chef. ”The answer is shadow.”
Replied the King. “There you go all back to normal.” replied the chef. And they all had a
better and normal life.
The End.
And as for the chef well that’s another story.

